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About This Game

Sublevel Zero Redux is a roguelite six-degree-of-freedom shooter set in a universe where reality is falling apart. With your
gunship, fight in zero-g through a vast, procedurally generated underground facility to recover the technology you need to

escape the many dangers hidden around every corner. Featuring a brand new expansion that adds hours of new content, the
action is more intense than ever.

The Redux expansion brings many new features to the game, including a restructured campaign, new enemies, difficulty modes,
new starting classes and much more.

Strap on your Oculus Rift or HTC Vive and experience Sublevel Zero in Virtual Reality with an immersive cockpit view and
VR-enabled weaponry.

Your gunship is free to fly and rotate in all directions. You can attack from any angle, and so can your enemies. Inspired by
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classics such as Descent and Forsaken, Sublevel Zero’s retro gravity-defying combat is driven by modern looting and crafting.

No lives. No saves. Fight your way through a different procedurally generated environment every time. Make every shot, every
decision count. A wide range of environments stand in your way, from industrial zones to mining caverns. Think on your feet

and adapt to each one’s hazards before it’s too late.

Collect a wide range of randomly-generated weapons, upgrades and game-changing items. Craft them together to equip your
gunship for your play style. Unlock more items and blueprints as you play and keep those unlocks across playthroughs.
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A vast amount of my playtime from this comes from the Xbox 360 version of Eschatos, however this is an absolutely excellent
port with just a single problem - Lack of online leaderboards.

The Xbox 360 versions of these ports had online leaderboards and that's a pretty weird oversight for this release, especially
considering Eschatos has them in place! With that said though, it's a set of two absolutely exceptional shmups that no fan of the
genre should go without playing. Graphically simple but incredibly involving.

Judgement Silversword was a Wonderwitch title that won a development competition and got a cartridge release for the Bandai
Wonderswan. It's an excellent shmup with great scoring that's just damn fun to play.

Cardinal Sins is more of a 'skill test' type of game, with objective based stages named after the 7 deadly sins. For example, envy
has you destroying everything, and your score is based on destruction rate. Wrath has you vs. a boss throwing a screen full of
bullets at you, and your score is based on how many times you've died.

The grades you get throughout these 7 stages determine what bonuses you get for the final boss fight, which is extremely
difficult.

The two games bundled are amazing examples of good shmup mechanics and I'd highly recommend to any shmup fan. At this
price it feels like I'm stealing.. Really needs controller support. In game, it strictly says controller support will be coming under
the "What's Next" page, but it should really be the highest priority instead of split screen. Not worth the purchase yet until
controller support is added.. A very challenging game that is definitely going to rock you to your very core with both fear and an
unsettling erection the size of which may vary depending on the amount of stars collected on level 18.

Speaking of which you are probably best just skipping level 18 as it took me three weeks and the better part of my wife's
pregnancy to beat this level. Other than that save Jesus is a great game for indoctrinating the youth into the leftist ideology.
. The time when updates were free and not called DLC while actual DLC added more levels to achieve, cool weapons and a new
skillset.
Plus I like these graphics, difficulty and animations etc. more than second game.. While I do "recommend" the game, it is the
type of game that is completely fine to pick up during a sale or bundle, but I would not recommend it as a standalone purchase.

You play as a robot with flying abilities and a tractor beam with which you solve physics-based puzzles created around a 2.5D
world. The physics and puzzles are reasonably good with just enough hand-holding to guide you on solutions, although some
puzzles, which span a large amount of the world space, could have better wide camera angles. The environments are rather
interesting and do try to tell some story but without a single hint of dialog, it's rather hard to tell exactly what's going on.

What puts this on a "recommend when on sale" level is that the game sets all these physical system up and then barely uses
them. The game can be easily completed in one setting, maybe about 2-3 hrs at most, depending on how stuck you get in some
of the puzzles. The puzzles tend to be singular matters, using only one or two of the physical aspects they've stuck in there, so
there's little overly complex - which is good in that no puzzle takes forever to solve but also leaves you wishing they had more in
there. If the story were any more appreciable, that might have helped to make those few hours a bit more reasonable (similar to
Limbo) but nothing really grabbed me there.. "It is said that what is called "the spirit of an age" is something to which one
cannot return. That this spirit gradually dissipates is due to the world's coming to an end. For this reason, although one would
like to change today's world back to the spirit of one hundred years or more ago, it cannot be done. Thus it is important to make
the best out of every generation."

Ghost Dog: The Way of the Samurai; Jim Jarmusch, 1999.. This game is very bad.. Its ok if you like platformers I
guess, dumb how its about like a ghost hunter with a website yet the game is made for a controller. Also there doesn't
seem to be any health pickups which is annoying, seems like trial and error until you get to the first boss and realize its
a joke, you get 10 health and the boss takes away most of your life in 1 hit with an unavoidable move. Not very fun if
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you ask me.. I really enjoyed this - I'm terrified of getting up in front of large groups of people, so the virtual
experience of flailing (vocally, and sometimes physically) in front of a digital crowd was an interesting experience..
especially the parts where I get hit in the face by a digitised bottle of wee (the laser pointers gave me flashbacks to
classes in highschool).

If you're looking for a fun, slightly silly, rather unique experience, where you get to be the center of attention for
hundreds to thousands of people (whether they're angry at, or cheering for you), and perhaps want to improve your
"how to dodge the occasional thing thrown at me" skills, I'd heartily recommend this.. I Am The Hero. Bladed Fury.
Dusk Diver \u9149\u9583\u753a. Metaverse Keeper. \u5b59\u609f\u7a7a\u5927\u6218\u673a\u5668\u91d1\u521a \/
Sun Wukong VS Robot. \u795e\u660e\u5728\u4e0a(Zengeon)...

Time travelling didn't work as intented, so now I'm making offerings -through national products- to chinese god of love,

...to help me fix things up with my ex-gf.

By the way, DELIGHTFUL.
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This game is not challenging and the puzzles just sort of solve themselves as you click. To progress you really just need to have
the patience to sit through the long levels.

Additionally, even though the game is advertised as having Steam trading cards thee don't appear to be any.

I do appreciate the surreal aesthetic though.. its really \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed up that all waht they just is added some
buildings than add more by DLC. My, my, how Choice Of \/ Hosted Games have grown!

  Not that there's anything wrong with their usual titles lacking both audio and visuals, but it's nice to see at least some of their
text-based adventures blossoming out into those realms. Trial of the Demon Hunter not only has intermittent colour illustrations,
but 34 minutes of music as well!

  Both are of pretty decent quality: the images are a tad photo-shoppy at times, and the music clearly created with the aid of
synths and hardly boasting of the highest production qualities. But a couple of welcome and by-and-largely appropriate additions
just the same (though I could've done with fewer modernisms in the music, like the infrequent faux bass guitar and occasional
funky-arsed drums)!

  The biggest criticism I would make of the soundtrack, though, is that the single 34-minute track is an extremely dynamic one,
which jumps around all manner of moods for its duration. The problem here, obviously, is that you might find yourself fighting
to the tune of soothing piano-and-choral music, or enjoy a quiet, peaceful moment to the tune of thundering battle music! But
it's clearly baby-steps where the Choice Of engine is concerned, and I applaud the author for his ambition just the same. Now to
get that darn music to shift its tone every time the action does; or find a single, lengthy piece which somehow suits the tone
throughout...

  The writing, overall, is rather good (a nice balance between modern language and a wee bit of the ye-olde), with the level of
agency more than sufficiently generous. I certainly enjoyed the game on the whole, and look forward to the next two "books" in
the trilogy. (Which I've already bought, thanks partly to a distinct lack of information on the Store pages: I bought the third
game in the series, only to be informed upon start-up that it was just that! Luckily, they were all on sale at the same time; and
even more fortuitously, I've enjoyed the first game, and therefore would have bought the other two eventually anyway.)

  Definitely recommended to anyone in search of a slightly darker sword-and-sorcery tale in interactive fiction form. Oh, and
one final cool touch: there is plenty of nice background "lore" for those wanting it, but the option to ignore it if you just wanna
leap straight into the storyline, thanks to that information being presented as a kind of Appendix. Nicely done!

  Verdict: 8\/10.

UNFORTUNATE UPDATE: I have just completed - or rather, given up on - the second book in this series, Captive of Fortune,
which is regrettably broken to the point of testing even MY patience. Given that the story contained in THIS game is anything
but standalone, this unfortunately renders this episode a less tantalising proposition, knowing that it's all downhill from here.
Consequently, I feel I should lower this instalment's rating slightly; though it's still well-and-truly recommended to anyone for
whom a lack of closure isn't a deal breaker. Shame, though.

  Revised Verdict: 7\/10.

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit\/
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games\/?appid=398210
Cheers!). So they just released Nightork adventures 2!
But don't worry about buying it, it is exactly the same.
There is literally no difference in the gameplay or art.
You are still just a crappy ship shooting at stationary colored targets in an ugly cave.
Bleh
https:\/\/youtu.be\/RlXdWoliq_I. I tried very hard to like this game, it looked fun and despite the problems others experienced, I
thought for 39 pence I couldnt go wrong. Well...
Firstly, the control system is *extremely* finicky, particularly the wall-running mechanic. Sometimes it would work okay, the
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majority of the time my character randomly jumped and flipped around the screen like a dying flippy thing. I haven't even been
able to get past the very beginning of the game as a result. I'm not the worlds best gamer by any means, but I'd rather fail at a
game because I'm rubbish, not because it is broken.
Secondly, as has been pointed out before, due to some wierd clipping errors, enemies can shoot at you through 'solid' walls,
sometimes, and also wierdly, doors above or below your level open because they think you are near them. Again, being killed
because I'm rubbish I can live with. being killed because the game basically cheats, on the other hand...
  Graphics-wise, it's okay, nothing amazing, but they serve their purpose. I've seen worse. if I was able to get further into the
game I'd probably be able to comment better. However, I haven't experienced frame rate drops, and no crashed to desktopn
either and\/or freezes, so at least that's something.
On the plus side, the developers are at least trying to engage with the community in fixing the bugs, and acknowledge that it is
broken and are trying to fix it, which is better than some AAA companies I could mention. Unfortunately, the buggy, glitchy
mess I experienced isn't the sort of thing that can be fixed by patches. Nothing short of a total rebuild from the ground up would
resolve this. Which is a shame, as it has potential. Somewhere under there, there is a nice concept, but buried beneath the glitch
controls and other issues I have experienced, I really cannot recommend this. if you have 79p burning a hole in your wallet, buy
a chocolate bar, it will bring much more joy, and will probably last longer as well.. I can't say no to a new skin for my trusty
Nekaroo (Riley).. The game feels smooth and comfortable. The combat is nice and I like the magic gestures. I'm very curious
how the story will unfold!. Never Alone is a story-telling side-scroller that has beautiful cultural references and insights. They
did a wonderful job on research and story telling pieces snipped in between scenes that made me want to play through in one
sitting to fully immerse into the game.

Pros:
- Good pace
- Immersive story line
- Endless lives (needed)
- Very educational
- Fitting soundtrack
- Enjoyable graphics and design

Cons:
- Gaining the self-restraint to not chuck my keyboard because of control layout
- Flying character needs to be reworked - removed me from the very well flowing first-half of the story to more tedious
movements in the second-half
- Glitchy platforms at times

If you have patience to solve the puzzles and deal with more difficult areas, then this game is worth the experience. I
recommend it to those who value story telling and history interwoven with pleasing graphics and a short play-time.. Totally
awesome. I cannot wait for the release PLEASE make it as intriguing and as entertaining as the prelude!!!
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